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A tremendous effort is currently devoted to the generation of novel hybrid materials with enhanced electronic properties

for the creation of artificial photosynthetic systems. This compelling and challenging problem is well-defined from an

experimental point of view, as the design of such materials relies on combining organic materials or metals with biological

systems like redox-active proteins. Such hybrid systems can be used e.g. as bio-sensors, bio-fuel cells, biohybrid

photoelectrochemical cells and nanosctuctured photoelectronic devices. Despite these efforts, the main bottleneck is the

formation of efficient interfaces between the biological and the organic/metal counterparts for efficient electron transfer

(ET). It is within this aspect that computation can make the difference and improve the current understanding of the

mechanisms underneath the interface formation and the charge transfer efficiency. Yet, the systems considered are more

and more complex, reaching (and often passing) the limit of current computation power. 
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1. Introduction

The need to find new sources of energy production for our everyday consumption is one of the most pressing issues of

our age. To overcome the dependence on fossil fuels and to assess renewable energy resources, innovative paths must

be followed, to go beyond the conventional technologies that are already available. Moreover, considering the climate

change problem and environmental pollution as a result of production and consumption of energy from fossil fuels, the

need for green and renewable energy sources is a milestone which needs to be reached in the next two decades. If no

necessary actions are taken, inevitably our future generations will be adversely affected. To counteract these problems,

the European Union (EU) set a “Renewable Energy Directive” with a target of 55% reduction of greenhouse gas emission

and reaching carbon neutrality by 2050 . In the frame of these ambitious goals, the need of novel efficient materials is a

priority for developing a competitive technology, with much effort already dedicated to bio-ethanol and other biofuels,

novel photovoltaic technologies, including organic and perovskite solar cells, advanced batteries and supercapacitors, as

well as electro- and photocatalytic systems for hydrogen production and a new class of fuel cells for transport.

A different approach to this problem is to take advantage and mimic what nature was able to perfect upon millions of years

of evolution. Yet, one of the biggest challenges in modern science is to replicate in an artificial way the most basic

processes performed by nature, such as photosynthesis. This fundamental process has been found to be a challenge to

reproduce in laboratory settings using artificial, man-made systems/devices . This is due to the many components

needed from light-driven charge separation to the transport of charges between different photosynthetic reaction centers

and to the final production of reducing equivalents, subsequently used for solar fuels synthesis. Although almost all of

these steps are nowadays fully understood, mimicking this complex photosynthetic machinery in the full solar-to-fuel

artificial devices that use water as the sole source of reducing equivalents is still prohibitive at an industrial scale. In

particular, in the last five years research effort has been focused on the creation of an “artificial leaf” device that is able to

produce clean energy from absorption of light, with some encouraging results . Devices with external quantum

efficiency of 30% has been reported , yet the overall efficiency is still below 1%  due to the cell design and lack of

control over the light harvesting (LH) systems orientation.

2. Protein/Surface Interactions

The realization of artificial photosynthesis devices often takes place in an all-solid state device in which the protein is

directly or indirectly interacting with a metal surface, to control the ET flow . In addition, often the LHC is interacting

with another small protein which act as shuttle of electrons (such as cytochrome), facilitating the ET process. Thus,

protein adsorption on a surface is an interesting challenge for computation, as many different interactions are present,

such as hydration, conformational changes and orientation of the protein to enhance the ET to/from the surface. These

aspects become important when the design of novel bio-compatible applications is considered, like for biosensors ,
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drug delivery systems  and bio-hybrid materials . Experimental observations of protein absorption on a substrate

have focused mainly on morphology , structural deformation of the protein upon adsorption , the effect of the surface

chemistry  as well as kinetic of ET . Yet, it is still difficult to assess the single-protein microscopic details from

experimental observation, as they mainly consider thin layers or aggregate states. Computation plays once more an

important role, considering MD simulations, capable to provide not only atomistic details on the adsorbed configurations,

but also the time evolution of few hundreds of nanoseconds, even up to microseconds for small proteins  The

adsorption process commonly involves the presence of a solvent (normally water) and the vast amount of molecules

makes systematic studies still challenging. A common approach  consists of considering first an implicit solvent to

determine the most energetically favorable protein orientations on the surface, followed by relaxation of the whole system

including the explicit solvent molecules. Despite the reliability of this approach, it is still difficult to describe the whole

absorption process from computation  and often this first step is skipped, with more focus oriented toward the

description of the properties of the already formed protein–substrate interface, such as the intensity and direction of ET.

When immobilized on a surface, the ET occurs between the surface and redox center of the protein, giving rise to a

transition from electronic to ionic charge transfer, as the electrons have to leave/enter the protein, causing the

oxidation/reduction of the redox center, which is commonly observed by cyclic voltammetry measurements. This change

in ionization of the protein is accompanied by changes in the environments (as it can be also charged, due to the ET

process) and reduces the electrostatic barrier for subsequent steps by electrical screening . If this process take places

in a system in which the electrolyte is absent, or is not directly involved in the ET process, it is often termed as electron

transport, and is generally considered in a solid state configuration . As in this last process ions from the electrolyte are

not present, charge balance is not possible and the whole process requires the electronic conduction across the whole

protein to reach the electrode (or vice versa) which is defined as the electron flow through/across the protein which is in

contact with the surface . Computational approach to biomolecules adsorbed on surfaces can be strongly beneficial to

experimentalists not only to unravel the ET mechanisms, but also to predict the behavior of biological systems with details

that are not yet accessible by experimental techniques. To assess these processes at the interfaces, as for processes

described in previous sections, a variety of computational methods and approaches can be considered, ranging from MD

to sample the conformations of the protein adsorbed on the surface, to QM, QM/MM and ab-initio molecular dynamic

(AIMD) to assess the ET and transport in both ground and excited states. For a comprehensive review on the strength

and kind of different applicable methods, we refer to . We would like to briefly remind in here how the photosynthetic

devices are obtained by experiments. While the assembly is done in the presence of a solvated environment (i.e., water

molecules with physiological concentration of ions), the final device is in a full-solid state, in which the solvent has been

dried up. This brings additional challenges to computations, since now two different pathways can be considered to

compute the adsorption and ET processes. In a first approach, in which the focus is the adsorption process, the protein

and surface are immersed in a solvent environment, which is essential for the correct modeling of the process. In a

second approach, in which the focus is on the DET, the protein is already considered adsorbed on the surface, and the

solvent is neglected (apart from structural water molecules) to model the final experimental device.

2.1. Protein–(Self-Assembly Monolayer (SAM))–Metal Interface

MD is the method of choice when conformational studies are considered. Generally, these models consist of an idealized

structure of the solid surface, which might not be representative of the actual experimental system, and simplifications on

both the bond-topological structure and protein structure, protonation and interfacial solvent structure often affect the

setting up of the MD simulations. Noble metals such as silver and gold are the most common metals used in experimental

applications, like biosensors and bioelectronic electrodes . The substrate is commonly considered crystalline, while

in experiments often amorphous or polycrystalline surfaces are present. This latter case is especially interesting, since

changing the adsorption facet of i.e., Au for a protein, can lead to strongly facet-dependent results . In fact, for flat,

planar Au surface, the facet of choice is the Au (111), as it is assumed to be the dominant one. While this is true for planar

interfaces, more care must be payed when nanoparticles are considered, since there is still debates on which facet is the

predominant one. Moreover, the presence of structural defects on the surface, as well as the presence of various

functionalizations might have a strong impact on the protein conformations, and shall not be neglected when such

analyses are planned from a computational side.

In addition, often self-assembly monolayer (SAM) are present in between the metal and the protein. SAM are thin films of

molecules which spontaneously adsorbed in an ordered assembly over the metal (often Au). Typically, SAM are

chemisorbed on the substrate through their reactive anchoring group (i.e., thiol or silate) to form a very stable assembly,

and present a tail group which can be functionalized by small organic groups or even proteins. Together with the length of

the SAM forming molecule itself, these characteristics determine a change in the physico-chemical properties of the metal

surface and can be adjusted accordingly to the desired application. Moreover, the presence of a SAM allows for specific
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absorption interaction with the protein, limiting and sometime imposing a specific orientation of the biological component

on the SAM, which, in turn determine the ET ability of the interface. Finally, SAMs act as electrical insulators, passivating

the metal surface , protecting if from degradation (i.e., in case of metal oxides).

One well known system often use in computation is cytochrome c (cyt). Cyt plays an important role in a variety of artificial

bio-applications like biosensors, bioelectronic devices and biofuel cells, and its adsorption on a SAM covered gold surface

has been extensively studied. For these applications, the knowledge and ability of orienting the cyt on the SAM is crucial,

as on it depends the ET ability of the whole interface. It has been reported that to obtain a fast ET, the protein should be

oriented with the heme ring close to the SAM, in a perpendicular orientation  (Figure 1).

Figure 1. Simulation-predicted electron-transfer pathway of cyt on negatively charged surfaces. Reprinted with permission

from . Copyright (2004) American Chemical Society.

By mean of combined Monte Carlo and MD simulations, the authors of this work assessed the conformation and

orientation of cyt adsorbed on a negatively charged carboxyl-terminated SAM-Au surface. Cyt could orient itself with the

heme group perpendicular to the surface, forcing a specific direction of the dipole moment which is a key parameter on

the determination of the final orientation. On the basis of these results, the authors indicate a possible ET pathway, from

the iron of heme to the surface through a series of specific amino acids. Moreover, they warn the readers on the effect of

a charged surface, which can be detrimental for the function of the protein itself.

Beside cytochrome, multiheme cytochrome (Mcyt) are a family of proteins in which two or more heme center are present,

with Fe-Fe distance shorter than 1.55 nm . Mcyt have the unique capability of long-range ET, even up to several

micrometers , which can be applied for redox catalytic activities and electron storage . Conversely to one heme

group cyt which are widely study, the absorption on a surface and its relative ET of Mcyt is still not well understood. Mcyt

can form a network of ET pathways which facilitate the total ET, and can have potential applications in i.e., solar-

conversion and bioenergy . Wei et al.  studied a decaheme cyt folded in four domains adsorbed on a gold

substrate via thiol bonding interactions (Figure 2). The aim of their work was to assess which orientation and conformation

of the adsorbed protein on gold will favor an efficient ET. Due to the complexity of the system studied, the authors devised

a multiscale computational protocol in which full atomistic MD coupled with the molecular mechanics/Poison Boltzmann

surface area (MM-PBSA) method are used to predict the configurations of the adsorbed protein on Au (111) surface. MM-

PBSA has been shown to yield accurate prediction of the binding free energy of protein-surface interactions  and

provides quantitative information on the driving and barrier forces of protein adsorption and docking. In the next step of

their protocol, the authors perform Kinetic Monte Carlo (KMC) simulations  to study the ET across the protein and the

hopping of electrons among the Fe atoms of the heme groups and their transfer to the surface. ET rate was quantified by

using the nonadiabatic rate equation from the Marcus theory and the total ET flow assessed (Figure 2) .
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Figure 2. (a,c) Phase diagram of the time-averaged electron occupation density ⟨n⟩ for all 10 hemes in adsorbed

structure as a function of the incoming (α) and outgoing (β) electron transfer (ET) rates for the transfer direction heme10-

to-heme5 (from the environment to the surface through the protein) and heme5-to-heme10 (from the surface to the

environment through the protein), respectively. (b,d) The corresponding phase diagrams of the net electron flux J of

adsorbed protein for the transfer direction heme10-to-heme5 and heme5-to-heme10, respectively. Reprinted with

permission from . Copyright (2016) American Chemical Society.

As a result of this protocol, the authors were able to predict the Mcyt adsorption and ET rate when interacting with a flat

gold surface. They demonstrated that the orientation of the protein, which in turn controls the ET flow, is controlled by the

dehydration of the surface. Moreover, they found that this flow is more effective when the electrons move towards the

interface, while is smaller in the reverse direction.

Another widely used PPC in computational studied is azurin, yet only few studies reported a computational protocol when

adsorbed on a metallic surface . Once again, MD is the method of choice to assess the conformation and orientation

of the protein on the surface, as well as the retention of its folding upon adsorption. Ortega et al.  performed the study

on an azurin (and several single amino acid mutations) adsorbed on gold surface without specific interaction, by mean of

long MD simulations (up to 0.5 μs) to describe the structural changes and dynamic of azurin adsorption. The authors

found that the presence of a single amino acid mutation quenches the flexibility of some region of the protein, making it

stiffer. This increase in stiffness affects the adsorption dynamics on gold; the wild type adsorbs with two preferential

configurations (lying-down and anchored via hydrophobic parch) thanks to the higher mobility which allows for a

reorientation of the structure during the adsorption process. On the other hand, the stiffer mutants cannot easily reorient,

and the final adsorption geometry is strongly dependent on the initial orientations, affecting the stability of the interface

and, in turn, the ET efficiency.

2.2. Adsorption on Low Dimensional Materials

Low 1D and 2D dimensional materials are emerging as promising candidates not only as support layers due to their

peculiar electronic properties, but also for active center for charge separation and storage . The archetype for this

materials are carbon allotropes, in particular carbon nanotubes (CNT) and single layer graphene (SLG) and due to their

extremely high surface area, they are optimal candidates for the design of highly efficient biosensor applications . The

unique electronic characteristics of these materials is the presence of a strongly delocalized π electrons clouds which

strongly favor the creation of van der Waals interactions with organic molecules and proteins.

As for the previous section, computational approaches and methods has been mainly used to describe protein/low

dimensional material interaction in terms of MD simulations, to describe the adsorption process. In the last few years,

rigorous approaches have been developed in order to meet the strong demands of conformational samplings  needed

for this kind of protein/material interactions since they are often intrinsically disordered. Moreover, the size of the system

pushes classical MD to its boundary, and to have meaningful results, MD should be long enough to let the protein fully

adsorb and relax on the surface. To overcome these bottlenecks, Walsh et al. developed an “economical” polarizable all-

atom force field to describe a graphene/water/peptide interface used in combination with replica exchange solute

tempering MD (REST-MD) simulations . This method is based on a replica exchange Hamiltonian-based approach that

allows for efficient conformational sampling of complex interfaces. As results, the authors found that a strong binding is

obtained not only for aromatic residues of the peptide, but also for residues possessing amide groups, like Asn and Gln, of

a short peptide sequence. This study was performed in diluted solution for one (short) peptide chain, in order to avoid
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peptide-peptide interactions, which might complicate the description of the force field. In a subsequent study , the same

authors considered the presence of multiple peptides to study their aggregation and organization on SLG/water interface,

for the first time in an all-atom approach focused on advanced conformational sampling. They concluded that despite the

presence of a considerable degree of peptide-peptide interactions, the interaction with the surface still resemble the one

obtained from the monopeptide system, without leading to self-organization.

Moving a step forward toward complexity, Kim et al. investigated the adsorption of a peptide on SLG supported on gold as

well as on multilayer graphene . The result of this study was the negligible influence of the supporting layers (either

gold or SLG) on the adsorption properties of short peptides. Yet, the authors did not consider the SLG/Au interactions

explicitly, which might be important in the determination of the adsorption process. Challenges are still present when

modeling these interfaces, such as how to consider the commensuration of the SLG/Au lattice parameters and to what

point a mismatch between the two lattices is acceptable.

Graphene and its soluble derivative graphene oxide (GO) hold great promises also for the creation of biological interfaces

and can be considered as materials of choice for the regulation of ET of adsorbed proteins , not only due to their

peculiar electronic properties, but also to the high surface area. It has been reported that these materials can

accommodate a vast range of redox proteins and facilitate a rapid ET through the layered materials . Moreover,

adsorption of cyt c over GO/reduced GO (rGO) resulted in a modulation of the protein activity due to the changes in the

heme micro environment caused by the different interactions between the protein and the materials . Zhao et al. 

reported the study of cyt c adsorption over graphene and GO by mean of parallel tempered Monte Carlo (PTMC)

algorithm coupled with MD simulations to assess the orientation of protein on the surface, the nature of the interactions,

the subsequent conformational changes and the ET pathway. With the PTCM method, cyt c is considered in a united-

residue model in which each amino acid is reduced to a site centered interaction at the carbon alpha, and the structure of

the whole protein is kept rigid. The graphene/GO surface is regarded structureless and the interactions with the protein

described with both vdW and electrostatic interactions. At the end of this process, optimal orientations are obtained and

the most favorable were chosen as input structures for MD simulations. This protocol replaces the traditional docking

procedure which is commonly performed when protein–protein interactions are present, but fails for heterogeneous

interfaces as the one reported here.

From MD simulations the authors obtained that hydrophobic interactions determine the cyt-surface adsorption, with the

heme group parallel to the graphene surface and almost perpendicular when adsorbed over GO (which in this study was

negatively charged). The authors concluded that ET for the cyt/graphene interface is thus inhibited, while it is enhanced

for the cyt/GO interface. Following recent studies showing that the ET of immobilized cyt is controlled by the interplay

between tunneling probability and protein dynamics , the authors defined key parameters for the ET process: Redox

center location, orientation of the protein on the surface and ET distance. From this study, the authors obtained that in

order to favor ET tunneling (which exponentially decays with the distance) the minimal distance between the heme iron

atom and the surface should be not higher than 1.3 nm. They obtain a similar distance for the protein adsorbed on GO,

which should show efficient ET (Figure 3), while should be less pronounced when adsorbed on graphene, as the distance

is now increased up to 1.8 nm. They rationalize these results by considering the different orientation of the heme group

relative to the surface.
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Figure 3. The electron transfer pathway of Cyt c on the graphene oxide (GO) surface. Reprinted with permission from .

Copyright (2018) Elsevier.
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